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ABSTRACT20

We present X-ray, UV, and optical observations of the nearby (≈ 78 Mpc) tidal disruption event21

(TDE) AT2021ehb/ZTF21aanxhjv during its first 400 days of evolution. AT2021ehb occurs in the22

nucleus of a galaxy hosting a ≈ 107M� black hole (MBH inferred from host galaxy scaling relations).23

High-cadence Swift and NICER monitoring reveals a delayed X-ray brightening and a soft→ hard→24

soft spectral transition. The hard X-ray photons up to 30 keV, generated by Compton up-scattered25

disk emission from a hot corona, are rarely observed to be significant in other TDEs, and indicate an26

asymmetric geometry. During the drastic X-ray evolution, the UV/optical luminosity stays relatively27

constant, and the optical spectra are devoid of broad emission features. Evidence of an ultrafast28

outflow (UFO) is detected by our XMM-Newton observation (δt = 107 days, soft state) at v ≈ −0.3c,29

and joint NICER+NuSTAR observations (δt = 212, 264 days, hard state) at v ≈ −0.1c. We infer that30

the UFO might be produced by a stream self-collision shock, which reprocesses a large fraction of X-ray31

emission into the UV/optical band. Since the bolometric luminosity of AT2021ehb reaches a maximum32

of ∼ 0.05LEdd when Comptonization is the strongest, the evolution of its disk–corona system is likely33

different from the state transition pattern typically seen in stellar-mass black hole binaries.34

Keywords: Tidal disruption (1696); X-ray transient sources (1852); Supermassive black holes (1663);35

Time domain astronomy (2109); High energy astrophysics (739); Accretion (14)36

1. INTRODUCTION37
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A star coming too close to a massive black hole (MBH)38

can get disrupted by the tidal forces in a tidal disruption39

event (TDE; see a recent review by Gezari 2021).40

The first observational evidence for TDEs came from41

the detection of X-ray flares from centers of quiescent42

galaxies during the ROSAT (0.1–2.4 keV) all-sky survey43
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(RASS) in 1990–1991 (Donley et al. 2002). The flares44

exhibit soft spectra that are consistent with blackbody45

radiation with blackbody temperatures Tbb ∼ 106 K46

and blackbody radii Rbb ∼ few × 1011 cm (Saxton47

et al. 2020). Since 2020, the Spektrum-Roentgen-Gamma48

(SRG) mission (Sunyaev et al. 2021), with its sensi-49

tive eROSITA telescope (0.2–8 keV; Predehl et al. 2021)50

and six month cadenced all-sky surveys, has become51

the most prolific discoverer of TDEs in X-rays (Sazonov52

et al. 2021). The majority of X-ray selected TDEs are53

faint in the optical.54

In the UV and optical sky, TDEs have been identified55

as blue nuclear transients from surveys such as GALEX ,56

PS1, SDSS, ASASSN, PTF, iPTF, ATLAS, and ZTF.57

The Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF; Bellm et al. 2019;58

Graham et al. 2019) is now reporting ∼ 15 events per59

year (van Velzen et al. 2021; Hammerstein et al. 2022).60

In most cases, the UV/optical spectral energy distri-61

bution (SED) can be described by blackbody radiation62

with larger radii (Rbb ∼ few × 1014 cm) and lower tem-63

peratures (Tbb ∼ few × 104 K) than those of X-ray dis-64

covered events. The origin of this blackbody compo-65

nent has been attributed to reprocessing of disk emis-66

sion by an optically thick gas layer, (Metzger & Stone67

2016; Roth et al. 2016; Lu & Bonnerot 2020) stream68

self-intersecting shocks formed as a result of general rel-69

ativistic apsidal precession (Piran et al. 2015; Jiang et al.70

2016), or intrinsic thermal emission from the viscously71

heated accretion disk (Wevers et al. 2021).72

Among the UV/optically selected TDEs with simul-73

taneous X-ray observations, ∼ 20 events were detected74

in the X-rays. Their X-ray light curves show a wide75

range of diversity. For example, the X-ray emission76

of ASASSN-14li lags behind its UV/optical emission77

by one month (Pasham et al. 2017); ASASSN-15oi,78

AT2018fyk, and AT2019zah exhibit a gradual X-ray79

brightening long after the UV/optical peak (Gezari80

et al. 2017; Wevers et al. 2021; Hinkle et al. 2021);81

AT2019ehz and OGLE16aaa show extreme X-ray flares82

on the timescale of ∼ few×days (van Velzen et al. 2021;83

Kajava et al. 2020); while the probable neutrino emitter84

AT2019dsg has a rapid X-ray decline (Stein et al. 2021).85

Understanding the co-evolution between the X-ray and86

UV/optical emission may hold the key in deciphering87

the origin of these two components.88

Mildly relativistic (v & 0.1c) (disk) winds, also89

known as ultrafast outflows (UFOs), can be probed90

by high-quality X-ray spectra of X-ray loud TDEs.91

By detecting the blueshifted absorption or emission92

X-ray spectral features, UFOs have been found in93

3XMM J152130.7+074916 (∼ 0.12c, Lin et al. 2015),94

ASASSN-14li (∼ 0.2c, Kara et al. 2018), and the jetted1
95

TDE Swift J1644+57 (∼ 0.15c, Kara et al. 2016). Stud-96

ies of such UFOs will help us understand the TDE wind97

launching mechanisms and the accretion flow struc-98

ture. All previous TDEs with UFO detections have99

Lbol > LEdd, which are consistent with radiation-driven100

wind under super-Eddington accretion (Dai et al. 2018).101

It has been known for long that during the outburst102

of a stellar mass black hole X-ray binary (XRB), as the103

mass accretion rate (Ṁacc) varies, the X-ray source tran-104

sitions between distinct hard/soft states, governed by105

the global evolution of the disk–corona system (Remil-106

lard & McClintock 2006). A major question in accretion107

physics is whether a similar geometry operates in the en-108

vironment around MBHs. Recent studies of a sample of109

changing-look AGN (CLAGN) support a scale invari-110

ance nature of black hole accretion flows (Ruan et al.111

2019). However, the preexisting gas and dusty torus112

sometimes complicate interpretation of the observables113

in CLAGN (Guolo et al. 2021). On the other hand, the114

majority of TDEs are hosted by the otherwise quiescent115

galaxies (French et al. 2020). Therefore, TDEs provide116

ideal laboratories for studying MBH accretion in differ-117

ent regimes (Ulmer 1999; Strubbe & Quataert 2009).118

In this paper, we present an in-depth study of the X-119

ray, UV, and optical emission from the TDE AT2021ehb,120

using observations obtained from 2021 March 1 to 2022121

April 11. The proximity (z = 0.0180) and the intrinsic122

high X-ray luminosity (∼ 1043 erg s−1) of this source al-123

lowed us to perform detailed X-ray spectral modeling,124

which enabled the detection of an UFO with different125

velocities at various evolutionary stages. Unlike the X-126

ray spectra of most other TDEs (Saxton et al. 2020;127

Sazonov et al. 2021), the X-ray spectrum of AT2021ehb128

exhibits a prominent non-thermal hard component, sig-129

nifying early formation of a hot corona above the accre-130

tion disk. We are thus able to study the evolution of its131

disk–corona system, and find dissimilarities to XRBs.132

We detail the discovery and background of AT2021ehb133

in §2, and outline observations in §3. We analyze the134

host galaxy in §4, including measurements of the central135

black hole mass (MBH) and the SED. We study the light136

curve and spectral evolution of the TDE emission in §5.137

We provide a discussion in §6, and conclude in §7.138

2. AT2021ehb: DISCOVERY AND BACKGROUND139

ZTF conducts multiple time-domain surveys using the140

ZTF mosaic camera (Dekany et al. 2020) on the the141

Palomar Oschin Schmidt 48-inch (P48) telescope. On142

2021 March 1, ZTF21aanxhjv was discovered by the143

1 “Jetted TDEs” are TDEs that launch an ultra relativistic jet.
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ZTF public 2-day cadence all-sky survey at gZTF =144

19.10 ± 0.22. On 2021 March 3, it was reported to the145

Transient Name Server (TNS) by the ALeRCE broker146

(Munoz-Arancibia et al. 2021), and was given the name147

AT2021ehb. AT2021ehb is a nuclear transient in the148

galaxy WISEA J030747.82+401840.9 with a photomet-149

ric redshift of z = 0.017 in the GLADE v2.3 catalog150

(Dálya et al. 2018). In this paper we adopt a spectro-151

scopic redshift of z = 0.0180 (see §4.1).152

On 2021 March 25, AT2021ehb passed our filter de-153

signed to select TDE candidates (van Velzen et al. 2019),154

and Swift observations were triggered while the TDE155

was still on the rise to peak. On 2021 March 26, we156

classified AT2021ehb as a TDE based on its nuclear lo-157

cation, persistent blue color, and bright UV emission158

(Gezari et al. 2021). Four Swift snapshots from March159

26 to April 2 yielded no X-ray detections.160

From 2021 April 12 to June 16, AT2021ehb was not161

observed due to occultation by the Sun. On 2021 June162

17, ZTF observations resumed. On 2021 July 1, X-rays163

were detected with Swift (Yao et al. 2021a). Its bright164

X-ray emission (∼ 1042 erg s−1) and the subsequent X-165

ray brightening have motivated us to conduct a compre-166

hensive monitoring campaign.167

UT time is used throughout the paper. We adopt168

a standard ΛCDM cosmology with the matter density169

ΩM = 0.3, the dark energy density ΩΛ = 0.7, and the170

Hubble constant H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, implying a lu-171

minosity distance to AT2021ehb of DL = 78.2 Mpc. UV172

and optical magnitudes are reported in the AB system.173

We use the extinction law from Cardelli et al. (1989),174

and adopt a Galactic extinction of EB−V,MW = 0.123175

(Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011). Unless otherwise noted,176

uncertainties represent the 68% confidence intervals and177

upper limits are reported at 3σ. Coordinates are given178

in J2000.179

3. OBSERVATION AND DATA REDUCTION180

3.1. ZTF Optical Photometry181

We obtained ZTF2 forced photometry (Masci et al.182

2019) in the g and the r bands using the median position183

of all ZTF alerts up to MJD 59550 (α = 03h07m47.82s,184

δ = +40◦18′40.85′′). We performed baseline correction185

following the procedures outlined in Yao et al. (2019).186

The peak of the optical light curve probably occurred187

during Sun occultation and cannot be robustly deter-188

mined. Therefore, we fitted a five-order polynomial189

function to the rZTF-band observations, which suggested190

2 https://ztfweb.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/
requestForcedPhotometry.cgi
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Figure 1. Optical and UV light curves of AT2021ehb. The
host contribution has been removed using difference pho-
tometry (ZTF, §3.1) or subtraction of fluxes estimated from
the galaxy SED (UVOT, §3.4.2). Photometry has only been
corrected for Galactic extinction. The transparent lines are
simple Gaussian process fits in each filter (see §5.1), where
the width of the lines represent 1σ model uncertainties. For
clarity, we only show the model fits in the rZTF, uvw1, and
uvw2 bands. Regions where the model uncertainty is greater
than 0.3 mag are not shown.

that the optical maximum light was around MJD ≈191

59321. Hereafter we use δt to denote rest-frame days192

relative to MJD 59321. The Galactic extinction cor-193

rected ZTF light curve is shown in Figure 1. All ZTF194

photometry are provided in Appendix A.1 (Table 6).195

3.2. SEDM and LT Optical Photometry196

We obtained additional ugri photometry using197

the Spectral Energy Distribution Machine (SEDM,198

Blagorodnova et al. 2018, Rigault et al. 2019) on the199

robotic Palomar 60 inch telescope (P60, Cenko et al.200

2006), and the optical imager (IO:O) on the Liverpool201

Telescope (LT; Steele et al. 2004). The SEDM photom-202

etry was host-subtracted using the automated pipeline203

FPipe Fremling et al. (2016). The LT photometry was204

host subtracted using SDSS images.205

A mismatch was found to exist between the SEDM/LT206

gr photometry and the ZTF photometry. This is proba-207

bly a result of different reference images being used. The208

ZTF difference photometry is more reliable since the ref-209

erence images were constructed using P48 observations210

taken in 2018–2019. The reference images of SEDM/LT211

comes from SDSS images (taken in 2005), and long-term212

variability of the galaxy nucleus will render the differ-213

ence photometry less robust. Therefore, we presented214

the SEDM and LT photoemtry in Appendix A.1 (Ta-215

ble 6), but excluded them in the following analysis.216

https://ztfweb.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/requestForcedPhotometry.cgi
https://ztfweb.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/requestForcedPhotometry.cgi
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3.3. Optical Spectroscopy217

We obtained low-resolution optical spectroscopic ob-218

servations using the Low Resolution Imaging Spectro-219

graph (LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) on the Keck-I telescope220

(PIs: Ravi, Kulkarni), the Double Spectrograph (DBSP;221

Oke & Gunn 1982) on the 200-inch Hale telescope (PI:222

Kulkarni), the integral field unit (IFU; R ≈ 100) spec-223

trograph of SEDM (PI: Hammerstein), the De Veny224

Spectrograph on the Lowell Discovery Telescope (LDT;225

PI: Cenko). We also obtained a medium-resolution226

spectrum using the Echellette Spectrograph and Imager227

(ESI; Sheinis et al. 2002) on the Keck-II telescope (PI:228

Kulkarni)229

The low-resolution spectra are shown in Figure 2. The230

instrumental details and an observing log can be found231

in Appendix B.232

3.4. Swift233

AT2021ehb was observed by the X-Ray Tele-234

scope (XRT; Burrows et al. 2005) and the Ultra-235

Violet/Optical Telescope (UVOT; Roming et al. 2005)236

on board Swift under our GO program 1619088 (as237

ZTF21aanxhjv; target ID 14217; PI: Gezari) and a series238

of time-of-opportunity (ToO) requests (PI: Yao). All239

Swift data were processed with heasoft v6.29c.240

3.4.1. XRT241

All XRT observations were obtained in the photon-242

counting mode. First, we ran ximage to select snap-243

shots where AT2021ehb was detected above 3σ. For244

X-ray non-detections, we computed upper limits within245

a circular region of 30′′ centered on AT2021ehb. For X-246

ray detections, to calculate the background-subtracted247

count rates, we filtered the cleaned event files using a248

source region with rsrc = 30′′, and eight background249

regions with rbkg = 25′′ evenly spaced at 80′′ from250

AT2021ehb. A log of XRT observations is given in Ap-251

pendix A.1 (Table 7).252

We generated XRT spectra using an automated on-253

line tool3 (Evans et al. 2009). To improve the SNR of254

each spectrum, we stacked consecutive observations with255

similar hardness ratio (HR) (see details in §5.4.5).256

3.4.2. UVOT257

The first four UVOT epochs (obsID 14217001–258

14217005) were conducted with UBV+All UV filters.259

Subsequent observations were conducted with U+All260

UV filters.261

We measured the UVOT photometry using the262

uvotsource tool. We used a circular source region with263

3 https://www.swift.ac.uk/user objects

rsrc = 12′′, and corrected for the enclosed energy within264

the aperture4. We measured the background using two265

nearby circular source-free regions with rbkg = 15′′.266

Following the procedures outlined in van Velzen et al.267

(2021), we estimated the host-galaxy flux in the UVOT268

bandpass from the population synthesis models (see269

§4.2). The UVOT light curves are presented in Figure 1270

and provided in Appendix A.1 (Table 6).271

3.5. NICER272

AT2021ehb was observed by the Neutron Star Inte-273

rior Composition Explorer (NICER; Gendreau et al.274

2016) under Director’s Discretionary Time (DDT) pro-275

grams on 2021 March 26, 2021 July 2–7, and from276

2021 November 13 to 2022 March 29 (PIs: Yao, Gen-277

dreau, Pasham). The NICER data were processed using278

nicerdas v9 (2021-08-31 V008c). We ran nicerl2 to279

obtain the cleaned and screened event files. Background280

was computed using the nibackgen3C50 tool (Remil-281

lard et al. 2022). Following the screening criteria sug-282

gested by Remillard et al. (2022), we removed GTIs with283

hbgcut=0.05 and s0cut=2.0.284

We extracted one spectrum for each obsID, excluding285

obsIDs with 0.3–1 keV background rate > 0.2 count s−1
286

or 4–12 keV background rate > 0.1 count s−1. Using ob-287

servations bracketed by the two NuSTAR observations,288

we also produced two NICER spectra with exposure289

times of 8.2 ks and 36.6 ks, which will be jointly ana-290

lyzed with the NuSTAR spectra (see §5.4.1 and §5.4.2).291

All NICER spectra were binned using the optimal bin-292

ning scheme (Kaastra & Bleeker 2016), and simultane-293

ously ensured to have at least 20 counts per bin. Follow-294

ing the NICER calibration memo5, we added systematic295

errors of 1.5% with grppha.296

3.6. XMM-Newton297

We obtained two epochs of follow-up observations298

with XMM-Newton under our Announcement of Op-299

portunity (AO) program (PI: Gezari) on 2021 August300

4 (obsID 0882590101), and 2022 January 25 (obsID301

0882590901). The observations were taken in Full Frame302

mode with the thin filter using the European Photon303

Imaging Camera (EPIC; Strüder et al. 2001).304

The observation data files (ODFs) were reduced using305

the XMM-Newton Standard Analysis Software (Gabriel306

et al. 2004). The raw data files were then processed us-307

ing the epproc task. Since the pn instrument generally308

4 A large aperture is chosen to make sure that all the flux of the
host galaxy is captured.

5 See https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/data analysis/
nicer analysis tips.html.

https://www.swift.ac.uk/user_objects
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/data_analysis/nicer_analysis_tips.html
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/data_analysis/nicer_analysis_tips.html
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Figure 2. Optical spectroscopic evolution of AT2021ehb. The observed spectra have been corrcted for Galactic extinction.
The vertical lines mark observed strong host absorption lines and spectral features common in TDEs. The vertical grey bands
mark atmospheric telluric features and strong telluric features have been masked. The best-fit galaxy model is shown in the
bottom (see §4.2).

has better sensitivity than MOS1 and MOS2, hereafter309

we only analyzed the pn data. Following the XMM-310

Newton data analysis guide, to check for background311

activity and generate “good time intervals” (GTIs), we312

manually inspected the background light curves in the313

10–12 keV band. Using the evselect task, we only re-314

tained patterns that correspond to single and double315

events (PATTERN<=4).316

The source spectra were extracted using a source re-317

gion of rsrc = 35′′ around the peak of the emission. The318

background spectra were extracted from a rbkg = 108′′319

region located in the same CCD. The ARFs and RMF320

files were created using the arfgen and rmfgen tasks,321

respectively. We groupped the spectra to have at least322

25 counts per bin, and limited the over-sampling of the323

instrumental resolution to a factor of 5.324

3.7. SRG325

Table 1. Log of SRG observations of AT2021ehb.

eRASS MJD δt 0.3–10 keV flux

(days) (10−13 erg s−1 cm−2)

1 58903.59–58904.59 −409.5 < 0.25

2 59083.36–59084.70 −232.8 < 0.23

3 59253.16–59254.16 −66.1 < 0.23

4 59442.45–59443.62 +119.9 76.8+2.5
−2.4

5 59624.53–59625.70 +298.7 30.7+2.4
−2.3

Note—Upper limits are at 90% confidence.
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The location of AT2021ehb was scanned by the326

eROSITA and the Mikhail Pavlinsky ART-XC (Pavlin-327

sky et al. 2021) telescopes on board the Spektrum-328

Roentgen-Gamma (SRG) satellite as part of the planned329

eight all-sky surveys. Hereafter eRASSn refers to330

the n’th eROSITA all-sky survey6. During eRASS4,331

AT2021ehb was independently identified by SRG as a332

TDE candidate. A log of SRG observations is given in333

Table 1. We groupped the eRASS4 and eRASS5 spectra334

to have at least 3 counts per bin.335

3.8. NuSTAR336

We obtained Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope AR-337

ray (NuSTAR; Harrison et al. 2013) observations un-338

der a pre-approved ToO program (PI: Yao; obsID339

80701509002) and a DDT program (PI: Yao; obsID340

90801501002). The first epoch was conducted from 2021341

Nov 18.8 to Nov 19.9 with an exposure time of 43.2 ks.342

The second epoch was conducted from 2022 Jan 10.4 to343

Jan 12.1 with an exposure time of 77.5 ks.344

To generate the first epoch’s spectra for the two pho-345

ton counting detector modules (FPMA and FPMB),346

source photons were extracted from a circular region347

with a radius of rsrc = 40′′ centered on the apparent348

position of the source in both FPMA and FPMB. The349

background was extracted from a rbkg = 80′′ region350

located on the same detector. For the second epoch,351

since the source was brighter, we used a larger source352

radius of rsrc = 70′′, and a smaller background radius of353

rbkg = 65′′.354

All spectra were binned first with ftgrouppha using355

the optimal binning scheme developed by Kaastra &356

Bleeker (2016), and then further binned to have at least357

20 counts per bin.358

4. HOST GALAXY ANALYSIS359

Figure 3 shows the pre-TDE optical image centered on360

AT2021ehb, using data from the Panoramic Survey Tele-361

scope and Rapid Response System DR1 (Pan-STARRS,362

PS1) (Flewelling et al. 2020; Waters et al. 2020). The363

host galaxy appears to be close to edge-on.364

4.1. Velocity Dispersion and Black Hole Mass365

The host galaxy absorption lines are prominent in366

the optical spectra (see Figure 2). Using our medium-367

resolution (R = 5350) spectrum taken with Keck-368

II/ESI, we measured the line centers of strong absorp-369

tion lines, and determined the redshift to be z = 0.0180.370

6 Here n runs from 1 to 8. As of April 2022, eRASS1–eRASS4
have been completed, and 38% (sky area) of eRASS5 has been
completed.

N

E 10′′

Figure 3. PS1 RGB false-color g/i/z image centered on
AT2021ehb.

Following previous TDE works (Wevers et al. 2017,371

2019a; French et al. 2020), we measured the stellar ve-372

locity dispersion by fitting the normalized ESI spectrum373

(see pre-processing procedures in Appendix §B) with374

the penalized pixel-fitting (pPXF) software (Cappellari375

& Emsellem 2004; Cappellari 2017). pPXF fits the ab-376

sorption line spectrum by convolving a library of stellar377

spectra with Gauss-Hermite functions. We adopted the378

ELODIE v3.1 high resolution (R = 42000) template li-379

brary (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001; Prugniel et al. 2007).380

To robustly measure the velocity dispersion and the381

associated uncertainties, we perform 1000 Monte Carlo382

(MC) simulations, following the approach adopted by383

Wevers et al. (2017). In each fitting routine, we mask384

wavelength ranges of common galaxy emission lines and385

hydrogen Balmer lines. The derived velocity dispersion386

is σ = 92.9+5.3
−5.2 km s−1 at 95% confidence interval.387

According to the MBH–σ relation (Kormendy & Ho388

2013), the measured σ corresponds to a black hole mass389

of log(MBH/M�) = 7.03 ± (0.15 + 0.29), where 0.29 is390

the intrinsic scatter of the MBH–σ relation. If adopt-391

ing the Ferrarese & Ford (2005) MBH–σ relation, then392

log(MBH/M�) = 6.60±(0.20+0.34). Hereafter we adopt393

the result from the Kormendy & Ho (2013) relation be-394

cause it includes more low mass galaxies.395

We note that although the Kormendy & Ho (2013) re-396

lation was originally calibrated mainly at a MBH regime397

that is too heavy to produce a TDE, recent studies show398

that the same relation holds in the dwarf galaxy regime399

(Baldassare et al. 2020).400

4.2. Host SED Model401

We constructed the pre-TDE host galaxy SED using402

photometry from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS,403

Alam et al. 2015), the Two Micron All-Sky Survey404

(2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006), and the AllWISE cat-405
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squares are the Galactic extinction corrected host photom-
etry. The green lines are samples from the posterior dis-
tribution of host galaxy SED models. The open circles are
the synthetic host galaxy magnitude in the observed bands
(shown in blue) and the all UV filters of Swift/UVOT (shown
in purple).

alog (Cutri & et al. 2013). The photometry of the host406

is shown in Table 2.407

Table 2. Observed photometry of the host
galaxy.

Catalog Band λeff (nm) Magnitude

SDSS u 355 17.748 ± 0.019

SDSS g 467 15.814 ± 0.003

SDSS r 616 14.901 ± 0.002

SDSS i 747 14.443 ± 0.003

SDSS z 892 14.094 ± 0.004

2MASS J 1232 13.951 ± 0.025

2MASS H 1642 13.676 ± 0.034

2MASS Ks 2157 13.893 ± 0.043

AllWISE W1 3346 14.816 ± 0.024

AllWISE W2 4595 15.535 ± 0.022

AllWISE W3 11553 16.756 ± 0.229

Our SED fitting approach is similar to that described408

in van Velzen et al. (2021). We used the flexible stel-409

lar population synthesis (FSPS) code (Conroy et al.410

2009), and adopted a delayed exponentially declining411

star-formation history (SFH) characterized by the e-412

folding timescale τSFH. The Prospector package (John-413

son et al. 2021) was utilized to run a Markov Chain414

Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler (Foreman-Mackey et al.415

2013). We show the best-fit model prediction of the host416

galaxy optical spectrum at the bottom of Figure 2.417

From the marginalized posterior probability functions418

we obtain the total galaxy stellar mass log(M∗/M�) =419

10.18+0.01
−0.02, the metallicity, logZ = −0.57±0.04, τSFH =420

0.19+0.18
−0.07 Gyr, the population age, tage = 12.1+0.3

−0.6 Gyr,421

and negligible host reddening (EB−V,host = 0.01±0.01).422

The best-fit SED model is shown in Figure 4.423

Following Gezari (2021), we use the MBH–M∗ relation424

from Greene et al. (2020) to obtain a black hole mass of425

log(MBH/M�) = 7.14± (0.10 + 0.79), where 0.79 is the426

intrinsic scatter of the scaling relation. This is consistent427

with MBH inferred from the MBH–σ relation (§4.1).428

To summarize, the host galaxy of AT2021ehb has a429

total stellar mass of M∗ ≈ 1010.18M� and a BH mass430

of MBH ≈ 107.03M�. The measured black hole mass is431

on the high end of the population of optically selected432

TDEs (French et al. 2020; Nicholl et al. 2022), and is too433

heavy to disrupt a white dwarf (Rosswog et al. 2009).434

5. ANALYSIS OF THE TDE EMISSION435

5.1. UV/optical Photometric Analysis436

To capture the general trend of AT2021ehb’s437

UV/optical photometric evolution, we fit the data in438

each filter using a combination of five-order polynomial439

functions and Gaussian process smoothing, following440

procedures described in Appendix B.4 of (Yao et al.441

2020). The model fits in rZTF, uvw1, and uvw2 are442

shown as semi-transparent lines in Figure 1.443

We then define a set of “good epochs” close in time to444

actual multiband measurements, and fit a Planck func-445

tion to each set of fluxes to determine the effective tem-446

perature Tbb, photospheric radius Rbb, and blackbody447

luminosity of the UV/optical emitting component Lbb.448

We initially assume EB−V,host = 0, and then repeat the449

procedure under different assumptions about the host450

reddening. We find that the fitting residual monotoni-451

cally increases as EB−V,host increases from 0 to 0.2, sug-452

gesting negligible host reddening. Therefore, for the re-453

minder of the discussion we assume EB−V,host = 0.454

We also define a set of “ok epochs” where we only455

have photometric observations in the optical (or only in456

the UV). Due to a lack of wavelength coverage, Tbb and457

Rbb can not be simultaneously constraint. As such we458

fix the Tbb values by interpolating the Tbb evolution of459

“good epochs”, and fit for Rbb values of “ok epochs”.460

The physical parameters derived from the blackbody461

fits are shown in Figure 5, where they are compared with462

a sample of recent TDEs with multiple X-ray detections.463

We have measured the blackbody parameters of other464

TDEs using the same procedures described above.465
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Figure 5. Evolution of the UV/optical blackbody properties
of AT2021ehb compared with a sample of recent X-ray bright
TDEs in the literature, including AT2018fyk (Wevers et al.
2019b, 2021), AT2019dsg (Stein et al. 2021), AT2019azh
(Hinkle et al. 2021), AT2020ocn, and AT2019ehz (van Velzen
et al. 2021). The results of “good epochs” (see definition in
text) are shown in high-opacity colors, whereas results of “ok
epochs” are shown in semi-transparent.

While the temperature of AT2021ehb (Tbb ∼ 2.5 ×466

104 K) is typical among optical and X-ray bright TDEs,467

its peak radius (Rbb ∼ 3 × 1014 cm) and luminosity468

(Lbb ∼ 3× 1043 erg s−1) are at the low end of the distri-469

butions. We note that in the ZTF-I sample of 30 TDEs470

(Hammerstein et al. 2022), only two objects (AT2020ocn471

and AT2019wey) have peak radius smaller than that of472

AT2021ehb (see a discussion in §6.5).473

5.2. Optical Spectral Analysis474

Figure 2 shows that no broad line is evident in the475

optical spectra of AT2021ehb. To search for weak spec-476

tral features from the TDE, we fit the Galactic ex-477

0
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Figure 6. Long-slit optical spectra of AT2021ehb taken
at five different epochs. The spectrum (fλ,obs) is plotted
in black. The blackbody continuum (A1fλ,BB; dotted lines)
plus host galaxy spectrum (A2fλ,host) is plotted in green. No
spectral features commonly seen in optically selected TDEs
are observed in AT2021ehb.

tinction corrected long-slit spectra in rest-frame 3600–478

5400 Å using a combination of blackbody emission and479

host galaxy contribution: fλ,obs = A1fλ,BB + A2fλ,host.480

Here fλ,BB = πBλ(Tbb)(R2
bb/D

2
L), where Tbb and Rbb481

are obtained by linear interpolating the blackbody pa-482

rameters derived in §5.1 at the relevant δt. fλ,host is the483

predicted host galaxy spectrum obtained in §4.2 con-484
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Figure 7. Upper : UV (uvw1UVOT) and optical (rZTF) light curves of AT2021ehb. Middle: XRT and NICER X-ray net count
rates of AT2021ehb. Epochs of XMM-Newton, SRG, and NuSTAR observations are marked by the vertical lines. Bottom: XRT
and NICER hardness ratio (HR) evolution of AT2021ehb.

volved with the instrumental broadening σinst (see Ap-485

pendix B). A1 and A2 are constants added to account486

for unknown factors, including the varying amount of487

host galaxy flux falling within the slit (which depends488

on the slit width, slit orientation, seeing condition, and489

target acquisition), uncertainties in the absolute flux cal-490

ibration and the adopted blackbody parameters. We491

note that fλ,host is the predicted spectrum for the whole492

galaxy, and therefore might not be a perfect description493

of the bulge spectrum.494

The fitting results are shown in Figure 6. We mark495

locations of emission lines commonly seen in TDEs, in-496

cluding Balmer lines, He II, the Bowen fluorescence lines497

of N III and O III, as well as low-ionization Fe II lines498

(Blanchard et al. 2017; Wevers et al. 2019b). The ob-499

served spectra of AT2021ehb can be well described by500

a blackbody continuum (dotted lines) plus host galaxy501

contribution. The spectra at δt > 170 days are mostly502

host, and therefore it is not very surprising that no dis-503

cernible TDE lines were detected. However, at δt <504

170 days, the blackbody component contribute 25%–505

80% of the total flux. As such, it is surprising that no506

prominent lines from the TDE itself can be identified.507

We further discuss this result in §6.5.508

5.3. X-ray Light Curve Analysis509

The middle panel of Figure 7 shows the XRT and510

NICER (all binned by obsID) light curves. The bottom511

panel of Figure 7 shows the evolution of HR, defined as512

HR ≡ (H − S)/(H + S), where H is the number of net513

counts in the hard band, and S is the number of net514

counts in 0.3–1 keV. For XRT we take 1–10 keV as the515

hard band, while for NICER we take 1–4 keV.516

X-rays were not detected at δt < 0. Pre-517

peak X-ray upper limits are provided by Swift/XRT518

(< 1040.9 erg s−1, Table 7) and SRG/eROSITA (<519

1040.2 erg s−1, Table 1).520

X-rays were first detected by XRT at δt = 73.9 days.521

The exact time of the X-ray onset can’t be accurately522

constrained. The count rate initially exhibited strong523

variability from δt = 73.9 days to δt = 82.3 days, and524

then gradually increased out to δt = 250 days. At525

the same time, the HR gradually increased. From526

δt = 250 days to δt = 271 days, both the X-ray flux527

and the hardness stayed at the maximum values.528

From δt = 271.0 days to δt = 273.7 days, the NICER529

net count rate suddenly decreased by a factor of 10 (Yao530
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Figure 8. The spectrum of the first joint NICER and NuSTAR observations (2021 November). See Table 3 for best-fit
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Table 3. Modeling of the first joint NICER and NuSTAR observations, δt = 212 days.

Component Parameter (1a) (1b) (1c)

constant CFPMB 1.03 ± 0.03 1.03 ± 0.03 1.03 ± 0.03

CNICER 0.86+0.04
−0.03 0.90 ± 0.04 0.92 ± 0.04

ztbabs NH (1020 cm−2) < 0.48 < 0.48 1.78+0.71
−0.69

simpl Γ 2.28 ± 0.03 2.28 ± 0.03 2.48+0.03
−0.07

fsc 0.28 ± 0.01 0.28+0.02
−0.01 0.35 ± 0.03

diskbb Tin (eV) 169 ± 4 169 ± 4 166 ± 5

R∗
in (104 km) 26.3+2.3

−1.6 25.8+2.3
−1.6 33.1+7.0

−4.1

gaussian Eline (keV) ... 6.4 (fixed) ...

σline) (keV) ... 1.20 ± 0.33 ...

Norm (10−5 ph cm−2 s−1) ... 2.09+0.75
−0.69 ...

zxipcf NH (1022 cm−2) ... ... 15 (fixed)

logξ ... ... 1.97+0.07
−0.04

fcover ... ... 0.41+0.07
−0.09

Redshift ... ... −0.16 ± 0.04

— χ2/dof 157.11/142 145.48/140 144.75/139

et al. 2022). At the same time, the HR significantly531

decreased. After an X-ray plateau of ≈ 50 days, the532

XRT net count rate further decreased drastically by a533

factor of 6 (from δt = 320.9 days to δt = 327.2 days).534

5.4. X-ray Spectral Analysis535

In this subsection, we first present joint spectral anal-536

ysis of contemporaneous data sets obtained from NICER537

and NuSTAR, including the first epoch in 2021 Novem-538

ber 18–19 (§5.4.1) and the second epoch in 2022 January539

10–12 (§5.4.2). These observations are of high signal-to-540

noise ratio (SNR) and cover a wide energy range. As541

such, the fitting results can guide us to choose appro-542

priate spectral models to fit spectra with lower SNR.543

We then perform analysis on data sets obtained by sin-544

gle telescopes, including XMM-Newton (§5.4.3), SRG545

(§5.4.4), Swift/XRT (§5.4.5), and NICER (§5.4.6).546

All spectral fitting were performed with xspec547

(v12.12, Arnaud 1996). We used the angr abundances548
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(Anders & Grevesse 1989) and the vern cross sections549

(Verner et al. 1996).550

5.4.1. NICER+NuSTAR First Epoch, 2021 November551

We chose energy ranges where the source spectrum552

dominates over the background. For NICER we used553

0.3–4 keV. For FPMA we used 3–23 keV, for FPMB we554

used 3–20 keV7. All data were fitted using χ2-statistics.555

For all spectral models described below, we included556

the Galactic absorption using the tbabs model (Wilms557

et al. 2000), with the hydrogen-equivalent column den-558

sity NH fixed at 9.97× 1020 cm−2 (HI4PI Collaboration559

et al. 2016). We shifted the TDE emission using the560

convolution model zashift, with the redshift z fixed561

at 0.018. We included possible absorption intrinsic to562

the source using the ztbabs model. We also included563

a calibration coefficient (constant; Madsen et al. 2017)564

between FPMA, FPMB, and NICER, with CFPMA ≡ 1.565

First, we fitted the spectrum with a power-law (PL),566

and obtained a photon index of Γ ≈ 2.7. The fit is un-567

acceptable, with the reduced χ2 value being χ2
r = 3.44568

for a degrees of freedom (dof) of 144. The residual is569

most significant at 0.3–2 keV, suggesting the existence of570

a (thermal) soft component. Therefore, we changed the571

PL to simpl*thermal model. Here simpl is a Comp-572

tonization model that generates the PL component via573

Compton scattering of a fraction (fsc) of input seed pho-574

tons (Steiner et al. 2009). The flag Rup was set to 1575

to only include upscattering. We experimented with576

three different thermal models: a blackbody (bbody),577

a multicolor disk (MCD; diskbb; Mitsuda et al. 1984),578

and a single-temperature thermal plasma (bremss; Kel-579

logg et al. 1975), resulting in χ2
r = 1.29, 1.11, and 1.31580

(for dof = 142), respectively. The fit statistics favors a581

MCD.582

The best-fit result with a MCD, defined as model (1a),583

is shown in the left panel of Figure 8. We present the584

best-fit parameters in Table 3. Here Tin is the inner disk585

temperature, and R∗in ≡ Rin

√
cosi is the apparent inner586

disk radius times square root of cosi, where i is the sys-587

tem inclination. R∗in is inferred from the normalization588

parameter of diskbb. Model (1a) gives a good fit with589

χ2
r = 157/142 = 1.11. However, a flux excess between590

5 keV and 8 keV can been seen in the residual plot. As591

such, we tried two more complex models.592

In model (1b), we added a gaussian component with593

the line center Eline fixed at 6.4 keV, where the normal-594

ization and line width (σline) were allowed to be free.595

This is motivated by the weak 5–8 keV flux excess of596

7 In this NuSTAR observation, FPMB is more affected by a nearby
bright source.
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Figure 9. The χ2 values of model (1c) as a function of
two parameters (NH and redshift) in the zxipcf component.
This contour shows that the fitting is insensitive to NH.

model (1a). The best-fit model, with χ2
r = 1.04, is shown597

in the middle panel of Figure 8.598

In model (1c), motivated by the possible detection of599

a sub-relativistic outflow in the Chandra LETG obser-600

vation conducted on 2021 November 29 (Miller et al.601

2022), we added partial-covering absorption by con-602

volving the continuum with a zxipcf model (Reeves603

et al. 2008). zxipcf calculates X-ray absorption using604

a grid of photoionization models computed by the XS-605

TAR code (Kallman & Bautista 2001). It has four free606

parameters for the absorbing material: the hydrogen-607

equivalent column density NH, the redshift, the fraction608

over which it covers the X-ray source fcover, and the609

ionization parameter logξ ≡ Lion/(nr
2) (Tarter et al.610

1969). Here Lion/r
2 is the local source ionizing flux611

integrated between 1 and 1000 Rydberg, and n is the612

hydrogen number density.613

First, we allowed all four parameters of zxipcf to614

be free, and ran the steppar command to examine the615

fit statistics on the 2-dimensional (2D) grids between616

any two parameters. We found that when the column617

density NH of the absorbing material was varied, the618

distribution of χ2 would show more than one minimum619

(see an example in Figure 9). Therefore, we then fixed620

NH at 15×1022 cm−2, and allow other parameters to be621

free. The fitting result, with χ2
r = 1.04, is shown in the622

right panel of Figure 8.623

Table 3 presents the best-fit parameters and fit statis-624

tics. Compared with (1a), both (1b) and (1c) improved625

the fit. From a spectral modeling point of view, we are626

not able to tell whether the data favors (1b) or (1c).627
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Figure 10. The spectrum of the second joint NICER and NuSTAR observations (2022 January). See Table 4 for best-fit
parameters. FPMB and NICER data have divided by CFPMB and CNICER, respectively. The data have been rebinned for visual
clarity. In the right panel, we also show the best-fit model (2c) deconvolved with the zxipcf component.

However, since adding a zxipcf component works best628

for the second epoch of joint NICER+NuSTAR obser-629

vation (see §5.4.2), the 5–8 keV residual seen in model630

(1a) is more likely to be caused by strong absorption631

features above 8 keV (from highly ionized iron) and be-632

low 5 keV (from low-Z elements), instead of an emission633

feature in the iron K band. Moreover, the redshift in the634

zxipcf component of model (1c) corresponds to a veloc-635

ity of −0.17±0.05c. This is close to the outflow velocity636

of −0.15 ± 0.02c measured by Chandra grating spec-637

troscopy only 10 days after our first NICER+NuSTAR638

observation (Miller et al. 2022). Therefore, we consider639

model (1c) to be better than (1b).640

5.4.2. NICER+NuSTAR Second Epoch, 2022 January641

We chose energy ranges where the source spectrum642

dominates over the background. For NICER we used643

0.3–7.5 keV; For NuSTAR FPMA and FPMB we used644

3–30 keV. All data were fitted using χ2-statistics. Un-645

like in §5.4.1, here we use tbfeo to model the Galactic646

absorption. Compared with tbabs, tbfeo allows the O647

and Fe abundances (AO, AFe) to be free.648

We first adopted a continuum model of649

simpl*diskbb, defined as (2a). The result, with650

χ2
r = 2.06, is shown in the left panel of Figure 10.651

The residual plot clearly demonstrates the existence652

of unmodeled spectral features. Similar to §5.4.1, we653

attempted to improve the fit by two approaches. In654

model (2b), we added a gaussian component, with the655

line center, line width, and normalization parameters656

to be free. In model (2c), we multiplied the continuum657

by zxipcf. The results are shown in the middle and658

right panels of Figure 10. Table 4 presents the best-fit659

parameters and fit statistics.660

Compared with (2a), the χ2
r value of (2b) has de-661

creased to 1.18. However, there are still unmodeled spec-662

tral features in the residual. Moreover, the best-fit line663

center of Eline = 5.11+0.21
−0.27 keV is too low to be explained664

by iron line fluorescence. The iron line profile observed665

in AGNs and XRBs typically exhibits a distorted red666

wing (Fabian 2016), while the emission line of model667

(2b) is very broad and more symmetric. Therefore, we668

do not consider (2b) as an appropriate description of the669

data.670

Model (2c) provides a good fit with χ2
r = 1.07. The671

best-fit redshift in the zxipcf component corresponds to672

a velocity of −0.11± 0.02c, which is slightly lower than673

the UFO velocity inferred in model (1c). We note that674

the residual below 0.8 keV is strong in all model fits, and675

is likely caused by underestimated NICER calibration676

uncertainties at the lowest energies.677

5.4.3. XMM-Newton Analysis678

We chose energy ranges where the source spectrum679

dominates over the background. For XMM E1 this is680

0.2–2.6 keV, while for XMM E2 this is 0.2–7.0 keV. All681

data were fitted using χ2-statistics. Following §5.4.1 and682

§5.4.2, all models described below have been multiplied683

by tbabs*ztbabs*zashift to include Galactic absorp-684

tion, host absorption, and host redshift.685

Although the XMM E1 spectrum is very soft, a single686

MCD results in a poor fitting and leaves a large residual687

above 1 keV, suggesting the existence of a non-thermal688
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Table 4. Modeling of the second joint NICER and NuSTAR observations, δt =
264 days.

Component Parameter (2a) (2b) (2c)

constant CFPMB 1.03 1.03 ± 0.01 1.03 ± 0.01

CNICER 0.99 1.02 ± 0.01 1.03 ± 0.01

tbfeo AO 0.93 0.96 ± 0.03 0.93 ± 0.03

AFe 1.29 1.29+0.31
−0.20 1.50+0.19

−0.15

ztbabs NH (1020 cm−2) 0.00 < 0.02 < 0.07

diskbb Tin (eV) 186 191+4
−2 170+7

−2

R∗
in (104 km) 33.8 31.7+0.9

−1.3 47.3 ± 2.8

simpl Γ 2.10 2.11 ± 0.01 2.30 ± 0.01

fsc 0.47 0.46 ± 0.01 0.61 ± 0.01

gaussian Eline (keV) ... 5.11+0.21
−0.27 ...

σline) (keV) ... 2.10+0.23
−0.19 ...

Norm (10−4 ph cm−2 s−1) ... 2.30+0.36
−0.28 ...

zxipcf NH (1022 cm−2) ... ... 7.67+0.50
−0.52

logξ ... ... 0.60+0.30
−0.29

fcover ... ... 0.35 ± 0.01

Redshift ... ... −0.10 ± 0.02

— χ2/dof 626.45/304 356.24/301 322.14/300

Note—Parameter uncertainties of model (2a) cannot be calculated since χ2
r > 2.

Table 5. Modeling of two XMM-Newton observations.

Component Parameter XMM E1 XMM E2

(3a) (3c) (4a) (4c)

ztbabs NH (1020 cm−2) 1.09 ± 0.15 1.87+0.90
−0.55 < 0.66 1.71+0.75

−0.69

diskbb Tin (eV) 67.6+0.8
−3.2 71.5+3.3

−3.7 125 ± 5 110+6
−7

R∗
in (104 km) 511+129

−2 515+139
−61 39+6

−4 118+48
−17

simpl Γ > 4.70 (upper limit at 5) 3.87+0.22
−0.21 2.92 ± 0.09 3.39+0.14

−0.16

fsc 0.126+0.023
−0.004 0.070+0.016

−0.010 0.163+0.019
−0.016 0.26+0.06

−0.04

zxipcf NH (1022 cm−2) ... 93.4+29.2
−23.8 ... 7.6+8.8

−0.9

logξ ... 3.07+0.08
−0.07 ... < −0.23 (lower limit at −3)

fcover ... > 0.94 ... 0.78+0.04
−0.05

Redshift ... −0.256+0.023
−0.014 ... 0 (fixed)

— χ2/dof 70.26/52 42.14/48 97.49/82 72.97/79

component. A continuum model of simpl*diskbb gives689

a much better fit with χ2
r = 1.35. The best-fit model,x690

named as (3a), is shown in the left panel of Figure 11.691

Some residual can be seen at 0.8–1.7 keV.692

Following §5.4.1 and §5.4.2, we then added absorption693

from a partially ionized outflow using zxipcf. The right694

panel of Figure 11 shows that the new model, named as695

(3c), gives a better description of the data. The best-fit696

redshift parameter (Tabel 5) corresponds to a velocity of697

v = −0.29+0.03
−0.02c, which is greater than the UFO veloci-698

ties found by our joint NICER+NuSTAR observations.699

The XMM E2 spectrum is much harder than XMM E1.700

Fitting with simpl*diskbb gives a good fit with χ2
r =701

1.19 (see Figure 12, left panel). To be consistent with702

the XMM E1 analysis, we also fitted XMM E2 with703

zxipcf*simpl*diskbb, leading to a lower χ2
r . However,704
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Figure 11. The XMM E1 spectrum. The dashed lines show
the best-fit models. The solid line shows model (3c) de-
convolved with the zxipcf component. See Table 5 for the
best-fit parameters.
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Figure 12. The XMM E2 spectrum. The dashed lines show
the best-fit models. The solid line shows model (3c) de-
convolved with the zxipcf component. See Table 5 for the
best-fit parameters.

we found that there exists a strong degeneracy between705

the NH and redshift parameters in the zxipcf compo-706

nent (see Figure 13). Therefore, we then fixed the out-707

flow redshift at 0, and allowed other parameters to be708

free. The result, shown in the right panel of Figure 12,709

mainly improves the fit at 2.5–7 keV.710

The complete list of model parameters is presented in711

Table 5. Since the χ2
r values of (3c) and (4c) are all712

smaller than 1, we also use the Bayesian information713
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Figure 13. The χ2 values of model (4c) as a function of two
parameters in the zxipcf component. This contour shows
that there is a strong degeneracy between NH and redshift.

criterion (BIC) to assess the goodness of fit. Here714

BIC = k · ln(N)− 2lnL (1)715

= k · ln(N) + χ2 + constant (2)716
717

where k is the number of free parameters, N is the718

number of spectral bins, and L is the maximum of the719

likelihood function. Models with lower BIC values are720

favored. We have BIC(3c) − BIC(3a) = −11.9, and721

BIC(4c) − BIC(4a) = −11.3, supporting the presence722

of absorption from ionized materials in both XMM E1723

and XMM E2.724

5.4.4. SRG/eROSITA Analysis725
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Figure 14. SRG/eROSITA spectra of AT2021ehb.

We chose energy ranges where the source spectrum726

dominates over the background. For eRASS4 this range727
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is 0.2–3 keV, while for eRASS5 this range is 0.2–2 keV.728

All data were fitted with C-statistic.729

Following §5.4.1, §5.4.2, and §5.4.3, we fitted the730

SRG/eROSITA spectra with tbabs*ztbabs*zashift*731

zxipcf*simpl*diskbb. Since the eROSITA spectra are732

of lower SNR, we are not able to simultaneously con-733

strain all model parameters. Therefore, for eRASS4 and734

eRASS5, we fixed the four parameters in the zxipcf735

component using the best-fit values of model (3c) and736

(4c) (Table 5), respectively. This is because the eRASS4737

observation was conducted at a time close to XMM E1,738

and the eRASS5 observation was conducted at a time739

close to XMM E2 (see Figure 7). For the eRASS5 obser-740

vation, we also found that the fit was insensitive to the741

normalization parameter of diskbb. Therefore, we also742

fixed this parameter at the best-fit value of model (4c).743

The fitting results are shown in Figure 14. For744

the eRASS4 spectrum, we obtained host NH < 1.5 ×745

1020 cm−2, Tin = 87 ± 9 eV, R∗in = 276+130
−57 × 104 km,746

Γ = 3.48+0.42
−0.44, fsc = 0.12+0.07

−0.04, and cstat/dof =747

124/140. For the eRASS5 spectrum, we obtained host748

NH < 0.9×1020 cm−2, Tin = 105±4 eV, Γ = 3.04±0.32,749

fsc = 0.19± 0.10, and cstat/dof = 75/85.750

5.4.5. XRT Analysis751
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Figure 15. XRT time-averaged spectra of AT2021ehb. See
the bottom panel of Figure 7 for the time span of each spec-
trum.

The temporal coverage of each time-averaged XRT752

spectrum (generated in §3.4.1) is shown as ‘s1’, ‘s2’, ...,753

‘s9’ in the bottom panel of Figure 7. Given that the754

high SNR observations favor the addition of a zxipcf755

component (see §5.4.1, §5.4.2, and §5.4.3), absorption756

from ionized materials are probably also present in the757

XRT data. However, the XRT data are of lower SNR,758

making it difficult to constrain many free parameters.759

Therefore, we fitted the 0.3–10 keV spectra using a760

simple model of tbabs*zashift*(diskbb+powerlaw).761

We did not include the ztbabs component as host galaxy762

absorption was found to be negligable or much smaller763

than the Galactic absorption in all previous spectral764

analysis (see Table 3, Table 4, Table 5, and §5.4.4). The765

adopted continuum model does not give realistic model766

parameters. For example, the disk radii would be un-767

derestimated when the source spectra are hard (see a768

detailed discussion in Steiner et al. 2009). The main769

goal of this fitting is to compute the multiplicative fac-770

tor to convert the 0.3–10 keV XRT net count rate to the771

0.3–10 keV flux (both observed and Galactic absorption772

corrected), as well as the Galactic absorption corrected773

0.5–10 keV flux and the flux density at the rest-frame774

energy of 0.5 keV and 2 keV, which will later be used in775

§5.5. All data were fitted using C-statistics.776

The best-fit models are shown in Figure 15. Ap-777

pendix A.2 (Table 8) provides the scaling factors to con-778

vert 0.3–10 keV net count rate to X-ray fluxes. The ob-779

served isotropic equivalent 0.3–10 keV X-ray luminosity,780

LX, is shown in the upper panel of Figure 16. Note that781

for the initial four XRT non detections, we assume a782

spectral shape similar to ‘s1’.783

5.4.6. NICER Analysis784

We started with the obsID-binned NICER spec-785

tra generated in §3.5. We only performed spec-786

tral fitting on obsIDs with more than 500 total net787

counts in 0.3–4 keV. Following §5.4.5, we fitted a788

tbabs*zashift*(diskbb+powerlaw) model to the 0.3–789

4 keV spectra and inferred fX from the best-fit mod-790

els. All data were fitted using χ2-statistics. The best-fit791

models provided a χ2
r close to 1 in most of the cases.792

The LX evolution inferred from NICER spectral fitting793

is also shown in the upper panel of Figure 16.794

5.5. Spectral Indices αOX and αOSX795

To assist comparison with literature TDEs, we com-796

puted the UV to X-ray spectral index αOX (Tananbaum797

et al. 1979; Ruan et al. 2019; Wevers et al. 2021) and798

αOSX (Gezari 2021), which are commonly used in AGN799

and TDE literature to characterize the ratio of UV to800
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Figure 16. Upper : Blackbody luminosity of the UV/optical
emission (Lbb; §5.1) compared with the observed isotropic
equivalent 0.3–10 keV X-ray luminosity (LX) from XRT
(§5.4.5) and NICER (§5.4.6). Bottom: the 2500 Å to X-ray
spectral slope measured by Swift observations (Eq. 3, 4).

X-ray fluxes8. Here801

αOX ≡
log[Lν(2500 Å)/Lν(2 keV)]

log[ν(2500 Å)/ν(2 keV)]
, (3)802

αOSX ≡
log[Lν(2500 Å)/Lν(0.5 keV)]

log[ν(2500 Å)/ν(0.5 keV)]
, (4)803

804

where Lν is the luminosity at a certain frequency (cor-805

rected for NH and EB−V,MW). We use the Swift uvw1806

host-subtracted luminosities (rest-frame effective wave-807

length at 2459 Å for Teff = 3 × 104 K) as a proxy for808

Lν(2500 Å). We measure fν(0.5 keV) and fν(2 keV) by809

converting the XRT net count rates to flux densities810

using the scaling factors derived in §5.4.5. We note811

that fν(2 keV) mainly traces the evolution of the non-812

thermal X-ray component, while fν(0.5 keV) traces both813

the thermal and non-thermal components. The results814

are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 16.815

Based on Figure 16, we divide the evolution of816

AT2021ehb into five phases. In phase A (δt . 0 days),817

the UV/optical luminosity brightens, while X-rays are818

not detected at < 1040.9 erg s−1. In phase B (0 .819

δt . 100 days), the UV/optical luminosity decays, and820

X-rays emerge. Entering into phase C (100 . δt .821

8 Note that some papers use these indices with a minus sign in
front of our definitions.
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Figure 17. Typical SEDs of AT2021ehb in five phases. The
data has been corrected for extinction (in UV/optical) and
column density absorption (in the X-ray). The solid lines are
the blackbody fits to UV/optical data.

225 days), the X-ray spectrum gradually hardens, while822

the UV/optical luminosity stays relatively flat. In phase823

D (225 . δt . 270 days), the X-ray further bright-824

ens for two times (indicated by D1 and D2), and the825

UV/optical plateau persists. In phase E, the X-ray826

luminosity drops for two times (indicated by E1 and827

E2), while the UV/optical luminosity only slightly de-828

clines. Interestingly, the dramatic X-ray evolution in829

phase D+E does not have much effect on the UV/optical830

luminosity. Typical SEDs in each phase are shown in831

Figure 17.832

5.6. Bolometric Luminosity Lbol833

To calculate the bolometric luminosity Lbol at epochs834

of Swift observations, we assume that the bulk of radi-835
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ation between 10000 Å and 10 keV. We estimate that836

when the X-ray spectrum is the hardest (i.e., model837

2c), the 0.3–10 keV flux still constitutes 72% of the 0.3–838

100 keV flux. Therefore, this assumption at most under-839

estimates logLbol by 0.14 dex.840

We compute the 10000 Å to 10 keV luminsoity by841

adding the luminosities in three energy ranges (see a842

demonstration in Figure 18).843
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Figure 18. A snapshot SED of AT2021ehb at δt ≈ 147 days.
The data has been corrected for extinction (in UV/optical)
and Galactic absorption (in the X-ray). The solid lines are
the blackbody fits to UV/optical data (§5.1) and the XRT
‘s3’ spectrum best-fit model (§5.4.5). The shaded region
shows that the Lbol is calculated in three energy ranges (see
text).

From 10000 Å to 2500 Å, we integrate below the black-844

body model fitted to the UV/optical photometry (§5.1).845

From 2500 Å to 0.5 keV, we assume that the TDE846

spectrum is continuous and can be approximated by a847

power-law of fν ∝ ναOSX . This assumption has the ad-848

vantage of being model independent, and is motivated849

by both analytical studies of relativistic thin disks (see850

Fig. 5 of Mummery & Balbus 2020) and general rel-851

ativistic radiation magnetohydrodynamics (GRRMHD)852

simulations of super-Eddington thick disks (see Fig. 5 of853

Dai et al. 2018 and Fig. 12 of Curd & Narayan 2019).854

Hence, the luminosity is855

L =

∫ ν2

ν1

Lνdν ≈
∫ ν2

ν1

Lν(ν1)

ναOSX
1

ναOSXdν (5)856

=
Lν(ν1)

ναOSX
1

×


ναOSX+1

2 − ναOSX+1
1

αOSX + 1
if αOSX 6= −1

ln(ν2/ν1) if αOSX = −1

(6)

857

858

where ν1 = 1015.08 Hz, ν2 = 1017.08 Hz. In this range,859

we assume that the uncertainty of L is 0.3L.860

From 0.5 keV to 10 keV, we calculate the luminosity by861

converting the 0.3–10 keV XRT net count rate to Galac-862

tic absorption corrected 0.5–10 keV luminosity using the863

scaling factors derived in §5.4.5.864

Note that for the first four Swift epochs, since X-rays865

were not detected, we use the UV/optical blackbody866

luminosity Lbb as an approximation of Lbol.867
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Figure 19. The bolometric luminosity Lbol as a function of
αOX. Note that the uncertainty of λEdd is greater than the
uncertainty of Lbol by 0.44 dex (i.e., the uncertainty of MBH;
§4.1), which is not included in the figure.

The evolution of logLbol as a function of αOX is shown868

in Figure 19. The data points are color coded by their869

phases (from A to E, see Figure 16). The right y-axis870

converts Lbol to the Eddington ratio λEdd ≡ Lbol/LEdd.871

For pure hydrogen, a MBH of 107.03M� (§4) implies872

an Eddington luminosity of LEdd ≈ 1045.13 erg s−1. We873

further discuss this figure in §6.4.874

6. DISCUSSION875

Hereafter we define M7 ≡ MBH/(107M�), ṁ ≡876

Ṁacc/ṀEdd, ṀEdd ≡ LEdd/(ηc
2), η−1 ≡ η/10−1, where877

Ṁacc is the mass accretion rate and η is the accretion878

radiative efficiency. With M7 ≈ 1, the gravitational ra-879

dius is Rg = GMBH/c
2 ≈ 1012.20 cm. For a solar type880

star, the tidal radius is RT = 1013.19 cm ≈ 10Rg.881

6.1. Detection and Evolution of an UFO882

A main result of this work is that an ionized UFO that883

can be modeled with zxipcf is present not only in the884

two epochs of NICER+NuSTAR observations (§5.4.1,885
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§5.4.2), but also in the two XMM-Newton observations886

(§5.4.3). We show the evolution of relevant outflow pa-887

rameters in the bottom four panels of Figure 20. In-888

terestingly, in phase C–D, the outflow velocity is higher889

(more negative) at earlier times, when the X-ray spec-890

trum is softer.891

Moreover, in phase C–D, the hydrogen-equivalent col-892

umn [NH =
∫
n(r)dr] along the line-of-sight and the ion-893

ization parameter of the UFO generally decrease from894

early to late time. If the UFO has a spherical density895

profile of n ∝ r−α, then the observed trend of NH sug-896

gests a steep density profile with α ∼ 3. However, this897

will lead to ξ = Lion/(nr
2) ∝ r, which is not consistent898

with the observed trend of decreasing logξ. Therefore,899

we infer that either the UFO does not have a steady900

spherical structure or/and the ionizing luminosity has901

significantly dropped at later times.902

If the UFO is launched from the accretion disk, the903

minimum wind launching radius corresponds to the ra-904

dius where the observed velocity equals to the escape905

velocity of r = 2GMBH/v
2. At 0.3c and 0.1c, the radii906

are 22Rg and 200Rg. This would require the disk outer907

radius to extend beyond 20RT, which is much greater908

than the expected TDE circularization radius predicted909

by numerical simulations (Bonnerot et al. 2016, 2021).910

Alternatively, the UFO can be generated by a self-911

crossing shock (Jiang et al. 2016; Lu & Bonnerot 2020).912

Its self-intersection radius is determined by the amount913

of general relativistic apsidal precession as given by the914

pericenter of the initial star’s orbit (Dai et al. 2015).915

Therefore, we expect the power of the self-crossing916

shock to track the fallback rate and decay with time917

as ∼ t−5/3 (Rees 1988; Phinney 1989), which can ex-918

plain the smaller UFO velocity and column density at919

later times.920

Compared with a disk-driven outflow, a collisional-921

induced outflow (CIO) is also expected to be much922

denser near the self-crossing point and is hence more923

capable of reprocessing the hard emission from the disk924

(Bonnerot et al. 2021). Reprocessing by such a CIO can925

naturally account for the observed UV/optical emission.926

6.2. Origin of the Soft X-ray Emission927

The soft X-ray emission of many TDEs have been at-928

tributed to the inner regions of an accretion disk (Sax-929

ton et al. 2020). Assuming Rin ≈ 6Rg ≈ 1013 cm, the930

maximum effective temperature of an optically thick, ge-931

ometrially thin accretion disk is Teff ≈ 20( ṁ
M7η−1

)1/4 eV932

(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). With a maximum black hole933

spin of a → 1, Rin → Rg, and Teff ≈ 78( ṁ
M7η−1

)1/4 eV.934

The top panel of Figure 16 shows that in phase D, when935

the X-ray spectrum is the hardest, the measured Tin is936
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Figure 20. Evolution of best-fit X-ray spectral parameters,
including logTin and logR∗

in in the diskbb component (top
two panels), Γ and fsc in the simpl component (third–fourth
panels), and the four parameters in the zxipcf component
(bottom four panels, v converted from redshift). Note that
the uncertainty of log(R∗

in/Rg) is greater than the uncer-
tainty of R∗

in by 0.44 dex (i.e., the uncertainty of MBH; §4.1),
which is not included in the figure. Data are from model
(1c) in Table 3, model (2c) in Table 4, model (3c) and (4c)
in Table 5, §5.4.4, and Miller et al. (2022). Fixed values are
shown in semi-transparent. Background colors follow the
scheme shown in Figure 16.
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∼ 2 times greater than the maximum allowed Teff . A937

possible reason for this discrepancy is Compton scatter-938

ing (Shimura & Takahara 1995), which makes the mea-939

sured temperature to be greater than the effective inner940

disk temperature by a factor of fc ∼ 2 (Davis & El-Abd941

2019), i.e., Tin = fcTeff .942

The inclination of AT2021ehb should not be extremely943

edge-on (i.e.,
√

cosi & 0.8), otherwise the inner X-944

rays will be mostly obscured by disk materials at larger945

radii. Moreover, due to the Compton scattering ef-946

fect mentioned above, the inferred Rin is f2
c ∼ 4 times947

smaller than the actual inner disk radius Rd,in. The948

second panel of Figure 16 shows that the ratio between949

Rd,in ∼ 5R∗in and Rg ranges between 0.1 (in model 1c)950

and 1.6 (in model 3c).951

We note that disk radii much less than Rg have also952

been inferred in a few other X-ray bright TDEs (see,953

e.g., Fig. 8 of Gezari 2021). A probable explanation is954

that reprocessing by an ionized medium (e.g., the UFO955

discussed in §6.1) both enhances the optical flux and956

suppresses the X-ray flux, with no strong wavelength957

dependent signature that would show up in the X-ray958

model fitting (see, e.g., Fig. 5 of Dai et al. 2018).959

6.3. Implications of the hard X-ray emission960

Hard X-rays can be generated by Compton up-961

scattering of soft X-rays from the accretion disk by the962

hot electrons in the (magnetically dominated) coronal963

regions above the disk, as is the case in AGNs and964

XRBs. The physical situation in TDEs is more compli-965

cated than in AGN in that the hard X-rays must make966

their way out of the complex hydrodynamic structures.967

An X-ray photon undergoes ∼ τ2 electron scatterings968

as it propagates through a gas slab of Thomson optical969

depth τ . In each scattering, the photon loses a fraction970

Eγ/mec
2 of its energy (where Eγ is the photon energy)971

as a result of Compton recoil, and hence the cumulative972

fractional energy loss is ∼ τ2Eγ/mec
2. This means that973

photons above an energy threshold of ∼ 1 keV(τ/20)−2
974

will be Compton down-scattered by the gas.975

Our NuSTAR observations clearly detected hard X-976

ray photons up to 30 keV, which requires that the optical977

depth along the pathways of these photons from the in-978

ner disk (& Rg ∼ 1012.2 cm) to the observer is less than979

about 4. On the other hand, the UV/optical emission980

indicates that the reprocessing layer is optically thick up981

to a radius of the order Rbb ∼ 1014 cm.982

If this reprocessing gas is in the form of a CIO, a983

scenario that was favored in §6.1, then the center of the984

CIO must be offset from the central MBH by & 1014 cm.985

In line of sights that go through both the CIO and the986

MBH, the scattering optical depths are large such that987

the hard X-ray cannot escape. However, in directions988

where the MBH is not entirely blocked by the CIO, the989

gas has low column density and hard X-rays can make990

their way through. Therefore, our observations favor a991

highly non-spherical system.992

6.4. The Disk–Corona Evolution993
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Figure 21. Galactic extinction corrected 0.3–10 keV X-
ray luminosity (LX,0) as a function of hardness ratio for
Swift/XRT detections only. The X-ray luminosity of
AT2021ehb is the highest when the spectrum is the hardest,
a property that is different from XRBs (Remillard & Mc-
Clintock 2006; Tetarenko et al. 2016), X-ray bright AGNs
(Auchettl et al. 2018), CLAGNs (Ruan et al. 2019), and
many other X-ray bright TDEs (Wevers 2020; Hinkle et al.
2021).

In stellar mass black hole binary outbursts, some994

objects are observed to transition between a soft995

disk-dominated state (SDS) to a hard Comptonized996

state (HCS), with a transition luminosity of λEdd =997

10−1.50±0.37 (see Fig. 14 of Tetarenko et al. 2016). The998

logλEdd–αOX diagram has been used by Wevers et al.999

(2021) to study the evolution of the disk–corona sys-1000

tem in the TDE AT2018fyk, which also exhibited a soft1001

→ hard spectral transition in the X-ray band. The au-1002

thors show that the transition luminosity is Lbol/LEdd ∼1003

few×10−2, a value that is similar to the transition λEdd1004

observed in stellar mass black hole binaries. We note1005

that Wevers et al. (2021) consider the 2500 Å emission to1006

mainly trace the outer radii of a viscously heated accre-1007

tion disk, and the 2 keV emission to track up-scattered1008

photons in the hot corona. However, in §6.1, we fa-1009

vor a reprocessing origin for the UV/optical emission1010

of AT2021ehb. Therefore, we point out the potential1011
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caveat of using fν(2500 Å) as a proxy for AT2021ehb’s1012

disk emission.1013

Wevers (2020) constructed the logλEdd–αOX diagram1014

for a sample of 7 X-ray bright TDEs, finding that the1015

2 keV (corona) emission is stronger when λEdd is lower.1016

Figure 19 shows that this is clearly not the case for1017

AT2021ehb. Separately, Hinkle et al. (2021) studied1018

the evolution of AT2019azh on the canonical hardness–1019

intensity diagram (HID), showing that when the X-ray1020

luminosity is higher, the X-ray spectrum is softer — a1021

behaviour that is similar to that seen in highly variable,1022

X-ray bright AGNs (Auchettl et al. 2018). In Figure 21,1023

we show that AT2021ehb does not follow this trend ei-1024

ther.1025

It is interesting to speculate the reason of the dissim-1026

ilarities observed between AT2021ehb and other black1027

hole accreting systems. In the SDS of XRBs, the inner1028

radius of the accretion disk Rin,d stays around the inner-1029

most stable circular orbit (ISCO) of RISCO ∼ few×Rg.1030

When the outbursts transition to the HCS, Rin,d pro-1031

gressively moves outwards to ∼ few × 100Rg, and a re-1032

gion of hot corona is formed close to the BH (Yuan et al.1033

2005; Done et al. 2007; Yuan & Narayan 2014; Yao et al.1034

2021b,c), making the disk emission fainter and the non-1035

thermal emission brighter. However, in a TDE hosted1036

by a BH with M7 ∼ 1, while the accretion disk is still be-1037

ing circularized, the inner disk can hardly be truncated1038

at > RT ≈ 10Rg. The top two panels of Figure 20 show1039

that when Comptonization is strongest (phase D), the1040

inner disk radius Rd,in ∼ 5R∗in actually moves inward,1041

and the inner disk temperature Teff ∼ Tin/2 becomes1042

hotter. This unusual property might be related to the1043

real-time formation of an accretion disk.1044

6.5. The Lack of Broad Optical Lines1045

As is shown in §5.2, AT2021ehb’s optical spectro-1046

scopic properties are dissimilar to the majority of previ-1047

ously known TDEs (i.e., H-rich, He-rich, N-rich, Fe-rich;1048

Leloudas et al. 2019; van Velzen et al. 2021; Wevers1049

et al. 2019b). It is most similar to a few recently re-1050

ported TDEs with blue and featureless spectra (Bright-1051

man et al. 2021; Hammerstein et al. 2022). Hammerstein1052

et al. (2022) found that compared with TDEs that de-1053

velop broad emission lines, the UV/optical emission of1054

these four events have larger peak Lbb, peak Tbb, and1055

peak Rbb.1056

Figure 22 compares the rest-frame g-band light curve1057

of AT2021ehb with 30 TDEs from phase-I of ZTF (Ham-1058

merstein et al. 2022). Solid lines are the results of fit-1059

ting the multi-band light curves (δt < 100 days) with1060

a Gaussian rise + expotential decay model (see Section1061

5.1 of van Velzen et al. 2021). We highlight the TDE-1062
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Figure 22. Rest-frame g-band light curve of AT2021ehb
compared with that of the 30 TDEs presented by Hammer-
stein et al. (2022). The solid lines show the best-fit models
(see §6.5 for details). Data points are only shown for TDEs
with no discernible optical broad lines.

featureless class by plotting the data points. Here we1063

have chosen an observing band with good temporal sam-1064

pling, and converted the observations in this band into1065

ν0 = 6.3× 1014 Hz by performing a color correction.1066

Our study suggests that not all objects in the TDE-1067

featureless class are overluminous. In fact, the peak g-1068

band magnitude (Mg,peak) and peak Lbb of AT2021ehb1069

are small compared with other optically selected TDEs1070

(Figure 5, Figure 22). It is unclear whether Mg,peak of1071

the TDE-featureless class spans a large range of values,1072

or clusters at the extreme values (≈ −17 and ≈ −22).1073

This question will be addressed in a forthcoming publi-1074

cation (Yao et al. in prep). A detailed analysis of Hubble1075

Space Telescope (HST ) UV spectroscopy (Hammerstein1076

et al. in prep) will be essential to reveal if AT2021ehb1077

exhibits any spectral lines in the UV.1078

7. CONCLUSION1079

We have presented an extensive X-ray, UV, and op-1080

tical study of the TDE AT2021ehb. Its peak X-ray1081

flux of ∼ 1 mCrab is brighter than any other non-jetted1082

TDEs in the literature, and allowed us to obtain a se-1083

ries of high-quality X-ray spectra, including the first1084

hard X-ray spectrum of a non-jetted TDE up to 30 keV.1085

The detection of hard X-ray photons favor an asym-1086

metric geometry (§6.3). Spectral modeling of the X-ray1087

data yielded detections of blueshifted absorption fea-1088

tures from an ionized material, supporting the existence1089

of an UFO. The UFO is likely produced by a stream1090

self collision shock formed as a result of general rela-1091
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tivistic apsidal precession. An outflow launched directly1092

from the accretion disk is not favored, because the re-1093

quired minimum launching radius is much greater than1094

the tidal radius of ∼ 1013.2 cm.1095

In the stream self-collision scenario, the delayed1096

brightening of AT2021ehb’s X-ray emission might signa-1097

ture the delayed formation of an accretion disk, where1098

the disk material comes from the stellar debris plunged1099

from the stream self-collision point. The emission from1100

the self-collision shock itself might contribute to the1101

early-time UV/optical emission, while the post-peak1102

(phase C–E) emission is dominated by reprocessing of1103

X-ray photons in the outflow. More detailed hydro-1104

dynamic and radiative transfer calculations (e.g., Roth1105

et al. 2016) are needed to test if this scenario can repro-1106

duce the observed UV/optical plateau and the feature-1107

less optical spectra.1108

We observed a soft → hard → soft spectral transi-1109

tion in the X-ray. The initial soft-to-hard transition1110

happened gradually over ∼ 170 days, and might be a1111

result of stronger Comptonization in a newly formed1112

hot corona. The latter hard-to-soft transition happened1113

drastically within 3 days, and the triggering mechanism1114

is subject to future work. Intriguingly, the bolometric1115

luminosity of AT2021ehb is the highest when the X-ray1116

spectrum is the hardest — a property that is different1117

from XRBs, X-ray bright AGNs, and many other TDEs.1118

A possible explanation is that the inner radius of the1119

accretion disk moves inwards as the disk evolves, which1120

both make the disk emission to be hotter, and provide1121

more seed photons to be upscattered.1122

Systems similar to AT2021ehb are excellent target for1123

X-ray telescopes to study the real-time formation of ac-1124

cretion disks around MBHs, and the interplay between1125

the disk, corona, and the outflow. Detailed understand-1126

ing of the UFO will be particularly exciting for future1127

X-ray missions with high-resolution spectroscopy, such1128

as XRISM (XRISM Science Team 2020) and Athena1129

(Barret et al. 2018).1130
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APPENDIX1180

A. SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES1181

A.1. Photometry and Observing Logs1182

UV and optical photometry are presented in Table 6. Swift/XRT observations are summarized in Table 7.1183

Table 6. UV and optical photometry of AT2021ehb.

MJD Instrumnt Filter fν (µJy) σfν (µJy)

59250.1643 ZTF r -3.04 12.77

59250.2031 ZTF g 1.89 10.94

59299.0783 UVOT uvw1 567.68 27.76

59299.0798 UVOT U 551.85 41.60

59299.0808 UVOT B 487.52 76.95

59299.0831 UVOT uvw2 587.34 22.36

59299.0855 UVOT V 260.66 146.91

59299.0875 UVOT uvm2 528.68 19.49

Note—fν is observed flux density before extinction correc-
tion. (This table is available in its entirety in machine-
readable form.)

A.2. X-ray Model Fits1184

The XRT spectral parameters are presented in Table 8.11851186

B. OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY1187

INSTRUMENTAL/OBSERVATIONAL1188

INFORMATION1189

A log of optical spectroscopic observation is given in1190

Table 9.1191

For LRIS observations we use the 560 dichroic, the1192

400/3400 grism on the blue side, the 400/8500 grating1193

on the red side, and the 1′′ slit width, which gives σinst ≈1194

173 km s−1 on the blue side and σinst ≈ 126 km s−1 on1195

the red side. The LRIS spectra were reduced and ex-1196

tracted using Lpipe (Perley 2019).1197

For DBSP observations we use the D-55 dichroic fil-1198

ter, the 600/4000 grating on the blue side, the 316/75001199

grating on the red side. With a slit width of 1.5′′ (2.0′′),1200

this gives σinst ≈ 106 km s−1 (σinst ≈ 141 km s−1) on the1201

blue side and σinst ≈ 143 km s−1 (σinst ≈ 190 km s−1) on1202

the red side. The DBSP spectra were reduced using the1203

dbsp drp pipeline (Roberson 2021), which is based on1204

PypeIt (Prochaska et al. 2020).1205

The ESI observation was performed in the Echellette1206

mode with a 0.75′′ slit, which gives a resolving power of1207

R = 5350 (i.e., σinst = 24 km s−1). The ESI spectrum1208

was reduced using the MAKEE pipeline following stan-1209

dard procedures. Flux calibration was not performed.1210

We normalized the spectra by fitting third-order cubic1211

splines to the continuum, with prominent emission and1212

absorption lines masked.1213

Observations with DeVeny were performed with the1214

300/4000 grating, with a grating tilt angle of 23.13° to1215

yield a central wavelength of 5800 Å, the clear rear filter,1216

and a slit width of 1.5′′. This gives σinst ≈ 169 km s−1.1217

DeVeny spectra were reduced with PyRAF, including bias1218

correction and flat-fielding.1219
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Table 7. Log of Swift/XRT observations of AT2021ehb.

obsID Start Date δt Exp. Net Count Rate fX fX,0

(days) (s) (count s−1) (10−13 erg s−1 cm−2) (10−13 erg s−1 cm−2)

14217001 2021-03-26.0 −21.6 2669 < 0.0019 < 0.66 < 1.25

14217003 2021-03-28.2 −19.4 1475 < 0.0027 < 0.96 < 1.82

14217004 2021-03-31.0 −16.7 1683 < 0.0024 < 0.84 < 1.59

14217005 2021-04-02.0 −14.7 1336 < 0.0030 < 1.06 < 2.01

14217006 2021-07-01.2 +73.9 4078 0.0339± 0.0029 12.01± 3.21 22.73± 6.08

14217007 2021-07-09.8 +82.3 1366 0.0120± 0.0030 4.27± 1.52 8.08± 2.88

14217008 2021-07-16.1 +88.5 1348 0.0184± 0.0037 6.52± 2.11 12.34± 4.00

14217009 2021-07-23.1 +95.4 1141 0.0343± 0.0056 12.13± 3.65 22.96± 6.90

14217010 2021-07-30.1 +102.3 1366 0.0502± 0.0061 16.57± 2.23 44.04± 5.92

14217011 2021-08-08.1 +111.1 1925 0.0863± 0.0067 28.44± 2.76 75.62± 7.34

14217012 2021-08-15.9 +118.8 1653 0.1635± 0.0100 53.90± 4.54 143.32± 12.08

14217013 2021-08-22.1 +124.8 2065 0.1958± 0.0098 64.56± 4.94 171.64± 13.13

14217014 2021-08-30.9 +133.5 1583 0.2268± 0.0120 74.78± 5.87 198.82± 15.61

14217015 2021-09-05.5 +139.0 1830 0.2548± 0.0119 94.07± 7.27 200.69± 15.51

14217016 2021-09-12.8 +146.2 641 0.2061± 0.0180 76.09± 8.13 162.34± 17.35

14217017 2021-09-15.0 +148.4 1503 0.1281± 0.0093 47.29± 4.51 100.90± 9.63

14217018 2021-09-19.7 +153.0 1580 0.1974± 0.0112 72.90± 6.12 155.52± 13.05

14217019 2021-09-24.2 +157.4 2045 0.1959± 0.0098 72.33± 5.76 154.31± 12.28

14217020 2021-09-30.4 +163.5 1867 0.2675± 0.0120 98.74± 7.54 210.67± 16.09

14217021 2021-10-05.5 +168.5 1595 0.2775± 0.0132 104.81± 9.01 170.40± 14.65

14217022 2021-10-20.2 +182.9 1618 0.2865± 0.0134 108.22± 9.24 175.94± 15.02

14217023 2021-10-27.4 +190.0 1480 0.2698± 0.0136 101.93± 8.91 165.71± 14.48

14217024 2021-11-03.5 +197.0 2010 0.2124± 0.0103 80.23± 6.94 130.44± 11.29

14217025 2021-11-10.7 +204.0 1286 0.3132± 0.0157 149.64± 15.02 210.15± 21.10

14217026 2021-11-17.2 +210.4 1813 0.1251± 0.0084 59.75± 6.57 83.92± 9.23

14217027 2021-11-24.7 +217.7 1957 0.2718± 0.0119 129.86± 12.64 182.38± 17.75

14217028 2021-12-01.5 +224.4 1967 0.2600± 0.0116 124.20± 12.14 174.42± 17.05

14217029 2021-12-08.1 +230.9 2317 0.2596± 0.0107 126.84± 9.59 168.93± 12.77

14217030 2021-12-15.2 +237.9 2010 0.5234± 0.0162 255.79± 18.06 340.66± 24.05

14217031 2021-12-20.3 +242.9 1293 0.5445± 0.0206 266.11± 19.65 354.40± 26.17

14217032 2021-12-25.6 +248.2 1395 0.7108± 0.0227 347.35± 24.66 462.59± 32.84

14217033 2021-12-30.5 +253.0 1371 0.9721± 0.0268 551.93± 41.79 691.67± 52.37

14217034 2022-01-04.5 +257.8 1410 0.9675± 0.0263 549.33± 41.53 688.41± 52.05

14217035 2022-01-09.2 +262.4 1361 0.8629± 0.0253 489.92± 37.43 613.96± 46.91

14217036 2022-01-14.7 +267.9 1423 0.9218± 0.0256 523.38± 39.68 655.88± 49.72

14217041 2022-02-23.1 +306.6 2594 0.0745± 0.0054 26.05± 3.06 47.73± 5.60

14217042 2022-03-02.2 +313.5 3888 0.0706± 0.0043 24.72± 2.73 45.29± 5.01

14217043 2022-03-09.7 +320.9 2766 0.0918± 0.0058 32.11± 3.59 58.83± 6.58

14217044 2022-03-16.1 +327.2 2956 0.0122± 0.0022 5.03± 1.40 14.35± 3.98

14217045 2022-03-23.0 +334.0 3263 0.0197± 0.0025 8.08± 2.01 23.04± 5.73

14217046 2022-03-30.5 +341.3 2354 0.0246± 0.0033 10.11± 2.55 28.81± 7.26

Note—All measurements are given in 0.3–10 keV. fX and fX,0 are converted using the scaling factors derived in Table 8.
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Table 8. X-ray Fluxes from Modeling of XRT spectra.

Observation Net 0.3–10 keV Rate fν(0.5 keV) fν(2 keV) 0.3–10 keV fX 0.3–10 keV fX,0 0.5–10 keV fX,0

(count s−1) (10−13 erg s−1 cm−2) (10−13 erg s−1 cm−2) (10−13 erg s−1 cm−2) (10−13 erg s−1 cm−2) (10−13 erg s−1 cm−2)

s1 0.0276± 0.0019 2.23+0.20
−0.36 0.09+0.01

−0.07 9.76+1.39
−1.08 18.47+2.63

−2.05 11.34+0.37
−2.72

s2 0.1476± 0.0041 18.98+0.35
−1.17 0.31+0.02

−0.03 48.67+1.79
−1.03 129.40+4.76

−2.74 48.96+1.34
−2.53

s3 0.2116± 0.0047 21.52+0.56
−1.37 0.92+0.05

−0.05 78.12+2.87
−1.95 166.66+6.13

−4.15 86.04+1.75
−3.95

s4 0.2584± 0.0062 14.90+0.44
−1.34 1.61+0.08

−0.10 97.63+3.67
−3.31 158.72+5.97

−5.37 109.87+2.56
−5.73

s5 0.2382± 0.0058 10.80+0.42
−1.15 2.00+0.09

−0.16 113.80+5.90
−4.00 159.82+8.29

−5.62 127.47+3.50
−7.81

s6 0.4776± 0.0083 17.08+0.62
−2.09 5.03+0.20

−0.16 233.38+10.02
−4.78 310.81+13.34

−6.37 256.24+5.50
−11.15

s7 0.9314± 0.0129 28.84+1.47
−2.11 10.56+0.26

−0.48 528.81+22.79
−14.51 662.69+28.56

−18.18 579.24+14.10
−27.91

s8 0.0780± 0.0029 5.60+0.24
−0.69 0.39+0.03

−0.04 27.30+1.56
−0.96 50.03+2.85

−1.77 30.99+1.06
−2.74

s9 0.0185± 0.0015 2.40+0.01
−1.46 0.08+0.02

−0.01 7.59+1.11
−0.52 21.62+3.15

−1.48 6.78+0.48
−1.38

Note—fν(0.5 keV), fν(2 keV), and fX,0 are the Galactic absorption corrected fluxes; fX is the observed flux.

Table 9. Log of AT2021ehb optical spectroscopy.

Start Date δt (days) Telescope Instrument Wavelength range (Å) Slit width (′′) Exp. (s)

2021-03-25.1 −22 P60 SEDM 3770–9223 — 2160

2021-03-27.1 −20 P60 SEDM 3770–9223 — 2160

2021-07-06.6 +79 Keck-I LRIS 3200–10250 1.0 300

2021-08-01.4 +104 P200 DBSP 3410–5550, 5750–9995 1.5 900

2021-08-13.6 +116 Keck-I LRIS 3200–10250 1.0 300

2021-09-07.6 +141 Keck-I LRIS 3200–10250 1.0 300

2021-09-17.4 +150 P60 SEDM 3770–9223 — 2700

2021-10-27.5 +190 LDT DeVeny 3586–8034 1.5 2400

2021-11-13.3 +206 P60 SEDM 3770–9223 — 2700

2021-12-03.3 +226 P60 SEDM 3770–9223 — 2700

2021-12-28.4 +250 Keck-II ESI 4000–10250 0.75 300

2022-01-05.2 +258 P60 SEDM 3770–9223 — 2700

2022-01-12.2 +265 P200 DBSP 3410–5550, 5750–9995 2.0 600

2022-01-20.3 +273 P60 SEDM 3770–9223 — 2700

2022-01-27.3 +280 P60 SEDM 3770–9223 — 2700

2022-02-06.3 +290 Keck-I LRIS 3200–10250 1.0 300

2022-03-27.1 +338 P200 DBSP 3410–5550, 5750–9995 1.5 1200

Note—All spectra will be made available on the TNS page of this source (https://www.wis-tns.org/object/2021ehb) at the time of manuscript
submission.
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